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Abstract—Many network operators offer some type of tiered service, in which users may select only from a small set of service levels
(tiers). Such a service has the potential to simplify a wide range of
core network functions, allowing the providers to scale their operations efficiently. In this work, we study a number of problem
variants related to service tier selection. Our contributions include:
1) a faster algorithm for obtaining optimal service tiers; 2) a new
formulation and optimal algorithm to optimize jointly the number
and magnitude of each service tier; and 3) the concept of “TDM
emulation” in which all service tiers are multiples of the same (software-configurable) bandwidth unit, and a suite of algorithms to
select jointly the basic unit and service tiers. Our work provides a
systematic framework for reasoning about and tackling algorithmically the general problem of service tier selection, and has applications to a number of networking contexts, including access
networks (e.g., determining the tiers for ADSL, cable modem networks or PONs) and core networks (e.g., LSP sizing for MPLS networks).
Index Terms—Directional p-median, dynamic programming,
optimization, Tiered service.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

ISTORICALLY, packet-switched computer networks,
including the Internet and legacy networks based on
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) or frame relay (FR)
technologies, are designed to be continuous-rate. In a continuous-rate network, users may request any rate of service
(bandwidth), and the network must be able to accommodate
arbitrary requests. Theoretically speaking, continuous-rate
networks may allocate bandwidth at very fine granularities;
for instance, one client may request a rate of 98.99 Megabit
per second (Mbps), while another customer may ask for
99.01 Mbps. Taken to the limit, bandwidth in such networks
could potentially be allocated at increments of 1 bit per second
(bps). Clearly, the option of requesting arbitrary rates offers
clients maximum flexibility in utilizing the available network
capacity.
On the other hand, supporting bandwidth allocation at such
extremely fine granularity may seriously complicate the operation and management of the network. Based on the above example, the network provider faces the problem of designing
mechanisms to distinguish between the two rates (i.e., 98.99
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versus 99.01 Mbps) and enforce them in an accurate and reliable manner. However, the task of differentiating between the
two users on the basis of these two rates may be extremely difficult, or even impossible to accomplish for traffic of finite duration, undermining the network’s ability to support important
functions such as robust traffic policing or accurate customer
billing. Furthermore, given the unpredictability of future bandwidth demands in terms of their size, arrival time, and duration, link capacity across a continuous-rate network may become fragmented. Such fragmentation poses significant challenges in terms of traffic engineering, and may compromise the
ability to achieve an acceptable level of utilization or meet users’
quality-of-service (QoS) requirements.
A. Tiered-Service Networks
Due to the issues involved in making fine-granular services
available to a large, heterogeneous user population cost-effectively, in practice, most network operators have developed a variety of tiered service models in which users may select only
from a small set of service tiers (levels) which offer progressively higher rates (bandwidth). The main motivation for offering such a service is to simplify a wide range of core functions
(including network management and equipment configuration,
traffic engineering, service level agreements, billing, and customer support), enabling the providers to scale their operations
to hundreds of thousands or millions of customers. Returning
to the previous example, a tiered-service network might assign
both users requesting 98.99 and 99.01 Mbps to the next higher
available rate, say, 100 Mbps. In this case, there is no need to
handle the two customers’ traffic differently; furthermore, the
network operator only needs to supply policing mechanisms for
a small set of rates, independent of the number of users.
For a more formal definition, consider a network that offers a
service characterized by a single parameter, e.g., the bandwidth
of the user’s access link. A tiered-service network is one that
offers levels (tiers) of service, where typically is a small
integer, much smaller than the number of (potential) network
). Let
users (i.e.,
(1)
denote the set of service tiers offered by the network provider.
Without loss of generality, we make the assumption that the service tiers are distinct and are labeled such that
(2)
Users wishing to receive service are limited to only these tiers,
and may subscribe to any tier depending on their needs and their
willingness to pay the corresponding service fee. In particular,
is the minimum and the maximum amount of service that
a user may receive. In the case of residential Internet access, for
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instance,
may correspond to a minimum bandwidth for the
service to be considered “broadband,” while may correspond
to the capacity of the access link, e.g., as determined by limitations imposed by asymmetric digital subscriber line (ADSL)
technology.
According to this definition, traditional telephone networks
and transport networks based on synchronous optical network or
synchronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH) technology [18]
belong to the class of tiered-service networks. Indeed, such networks allocate bandwidth in discrete tiers that are multiples of a
basic unit rate that corresponds to the slot size in the underlying
time division multiplexing (TDM) system.
Motivated by the discrete nature of bandwidth allocation in
TDM systems, an early study by Lea and Alyatama [30] investigated the benefits of “bandwidth quantization” in packetswitched networks. In their terminology, “bandwidth quantization” refers to sampling the (effectively) continuous range of
possible rates to select a small set of discrete bandwidth levels
that are made available to users; in essence, these levels correspond to the service tiers we defined earlier. This work was carried out with the goal of reducing the number of states required
to analyze broadband ATM networks under the assumption of
Poisson traffic, and it presented a heuristic based on simulated
annealing to obtain a suboptimal set of discrete bandwidth levels
of service. Because of the significantly reduced state space, it
is possible to apply elegant and exact theoretical models to analyze the performance of a tiered-service network efficiently.
The main contribution of this study was to demonstrate for the
first time that this benefit comes almost for free, as even with
a suboptimal set of tiers the performance degradation (e.g., in
terms of call blocking) compared to a continuous-rate network
is negligible.
Current tiered service offerings by major ISPs can be broadly
classified in two categories based on the tiering structure. The
structure of one class of service tiers for Internet access, especially those targeted to business customers, is based on the
bandwidth hierarchy of the underlying transport network infrastructure (e.g., DS-1, DS-3, OC-3, etc.), While this is a natural arrangement for the service provider, it is unlikely that hierarchical rates designed decades ago for voice traffic would
be a good match for today’s business data applications. The
second class employs exponential tiering structures in which
each tier offers twice the bandwidth of the previous one. The
various ADSL tiers (e.g., 384, 768, 1.5, 3, 6 Mbps, etc.) available through several ISPs are an example of such an exponential
structure. While such simple tier structures may be an appropriate choice for marketing purposes, the relationship between
these exponentially increasing levels of service (and their price)
and the usage patterns (and willingness or ability to pay) of the
population of potential subscribers is open to debate.
So far, we have discussed tiering in the context of broadband
Internet access services that are generally characterized by the
bandwidth available on the customer’s access link. However, the
concept of tiering is equally applicable to other parameters that
may characterize the QoS experienced by a customer’s traffic
and may be included in the service level agreement (SLA) negotiated between the customer and provider. Consider, for instance, a provider offering a service that guarantees an upper
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bound on the delay experienced by its customers’ packets. On
the one hand, the provider is unlikely to be able to support
fine-granularity delay bounds (e.g., at the level of nanoseconds)
within a network of realistic size even with the most sophisticated (and expensive) QoS mechanisms. On the other hand,
users are unlikely to require (or afford) delay bounds at such
a level of precision. A more reasonable approach would be to
offer a small set of delay bound tiers that are tailored to specific applications, e.g., voice, (stored) video on demand, (live)
video conferencing, etc. Such delay bounds are likely to be tied
to human perception abilities that allow for coarse granularities
of tens of milliseconds, making it unnecessary for the network
to have to distinguish packet delays at extremely fine precision.
Similar observations apply to other QoS parameters, e.g.,
level of protection of user traffic. In this case, it may be possible
to define and offer a set of discrete grades of service from which
customers may select based on the level of quality of protection
[17] appropriate for their traffic. Tiered structures may be also
be employed when the offered service is not characterized by
bandwidth but by amount of traffic generated. As an example,
in early 2008, Time Warner, a major cable ISP in the United
States, started a pilot program in Beaumont, TX, under which it
charges customers based on how much data they transfer (i.e.,
upload and download) [23], [22]. For the pilot program, Time
Warner put in place an exponential structure with tiers at 5, 10,
20, and 40 GB of monthly traffic.

B. Contributions and Organization
Recently [28], we developed a theoretical framework based
on location theory for selecting the service tiers optimally, eliminating the need for guesswork and ad hoc approaches. Our work
was based on the observation that, by mapping a user to the next
higher offered service level, a tiered-service network may use
more resources that a continuous-rate one to satisfy the same
set of requests for service; alternatively, for a given amount of
resources, a tiered-service network will be able to accommodate a smaller fraction of user requests than a continuous-rate
one. Therefore, we considered the problem of selecting the service tiers to be offered so as to minimize the additional amount
of resources required. We formulated the problem as a directional -median problem, a variant of the well-known -median problem [19], [33] under a new directional distance metric.
We presented an optimal dynamic programming algorithm for a
single service parameter (e.g., bandwidth), we showed that the
problem of obtaining service tiers jointly optimal for multiple
service parameters (e.g., bandwidth and delay) is NP-Complete,
and we provided effective heuristics in the latter case. Our main
finding was that a small set of optimal service levels is sufficient
to approximate the resource usage of a continuous-rate network.
In other words, the benefits of tiered service in terms of simplified network functions can be achieved with only a small sacrifice in network resources.
With this work, we make several new contributions to the
problem of offering bandwidth tiered services. We present a new
dynamic programming algorithm for determining the optimal
service tiers whose complexity is linear in the number of users,
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and hence scales to very large numbers of users (a typical scenario); this represents a significant improvement over the complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm of [28] that is
quadratic in the number of users. The new algorithm is based
on a novel dynamic programming formulation that exploits intrinsic properties of the problem. We also consider a new version
of the service tier selection problem in which the objective is to
optimize jointly the number of tiers and the magnitude of each
tier; in contrast, the number of tiers is provided as an input parameter in the problem we considered in [28]. This problem is of
practical significance since typically there is a cost incurred for
each additional service tier offered. We then introduce the concept of “TDM emulation” that refers to a tiered-service network
in which all service tiers are multiples of a basic bandwidth unit.
A network operating with such a set of service levels would resemble a TDM network that allocates bandwidth in multiples of
a slot. Consequently, many robust network management functions developed for telecommunication networks, including admission control, routing, traffic grooming, etc., could be easily
adapted for the tiered-service packet-switched network. Finally,
we develop efficient algorithms to select jointly the basic unit
and service tiers in a near-optimal manner. Our work provides
a systematic framework for reasoning about and tackling algorithmically the general problem of service tier selection, and
has applications to a number of networking contexts, including
access networks (e.g., determining the tiers for ADSL, cable
modem networks or PONs) and core networks (e.g., LSP sizing
for MPLS networks).
In Section II, we provide some background on the directional
-median problem as a model for service tier selection, and discuss several applications. In Section III, we develop a new algorithm of linear complexity for the problem, a significant improvement over our previous algorithm. In Section IV, we study
a new variant of the problem in which the number of service tiers
is also a parameter to be optimized. In Section V, we consider
the problem of TDM emulation, which includes the additional
constraint that all service levels be a multiple of the same bandwidth unit; we then develop a set of algorithms to select both the
service levels and the bandwidth unit that are jointly optimal.
We present numerical results in Section VI, and we conclude
the paper in Section VII.
II. THE DIRECTIONAL -MEDIAN PROBLEM (DPM1)
AND ITS APPLICATIONS
For completeness, we now provide some background on the
directional -median problem and present the dynamic programming formulation we introduced in [28]. Our discussion
follows closely that of [28].
We consider a packet-switched network with users. Let
be the amount of bandwidth requested by user . The network
levels (tiers) of service; typically,
. The
offers
th level of service corresponds to bandwidth ,
. In such a tiered-service network, each user is mapped
to service level
such that
. The additional
represents the performance penalty associated
bandwidth
of user requests
with the tiered service. Given the set
and the number of service levels , we are interested in finding
the set of service levels
which minimizes

Fig. 1. Sample mapping of demand points x to supply points z .

the performance penalty over all users; we refer to such set
as “optimal.” In the following, we use terminology standard in
discrete location literature, and refer to bandwidth requests as
“demand points” and to service tiers as “supply points.”
The traditional -median problem asks us to find, for a given
set of demand points on the real line, the set of supply points
that minimizes the total distance of each demand point to its
be the distance from point
nearest supply point. Let
to point on the line, according to some distance metric. The
decision version of the -median problem on the line may be
formally stated as follows.
Problem 2.1 (PM1): Given a set
of demand points, an integer , and a bound , does there
of supply points such that
exist a set
?
The choice of distance measure impacts the complexity of
the problem as well as the approach needed to find a solution.
algorithm for PM1 is given in [19], and it is known
An
that the -median problem is NP-complete in two or more dimensions under either the Euclidean or the rectilinear distance
measure [33]. For a comprehensive treatment of location problems, the reader is referred to [11].
We now introduce the directional rectilinear distance measure. In general, a -directional, -dimensional rectilinear metric
(with
) defines distance from point
to
to be
if
for some
and
otherwise. Thus, in a directional -median
problem, a supply point must achieve or exceed the values of
the first coordinates of all the demand points assigned to it. On
the real line, this restriction requires that the nearest supply point
for a given demand point be located to the right of it, hence, the
1-D rectilinear distance is
otherwise
Let
line, such that
to be
if and only if
implied mapping

(3)

be a set of demand points on the real
, and define the density of
. A set of supply points
, is a feasible solution for
. Associated with a feasible solution is an
, where
if and only if
(4)

Fig. 1 shows a sample mapping from a set of 13 demand points
be the number of demand
onto a set of 6 supply points. Let
points mapped to supply point . The directional -median
problem on the real line (which we will refer to as problem
DPM1) is
of demand points,
Problem 2.2 (DPM1): Given a set
, find a feasible set of supply points,
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, which minimizes the
following objective function:
(5)
is the amount of load requested by the origThe density
is the load
inal set of demand points, while the term
assigned to the users under the tiered service. Hence,
is the amount of excess bandwidth needed by the tiered-service
network to accommodate the demand set after mapping it to
the supply set .
We note that algorithms for the classical -median problem
cannot be applied directly to the directional variant DPM1, since
such algorithms do not obey the directionality constraints (4)
to a supply point
and hence may assign a demand point
if their distance is smaller than that between and
.
It is straightforward to show [28] that, given a set
of
demand points, there exists an optimal supply set
such that
, for each
.
Based on this observation and the fact that for a given dethe density
is constant, it is possible to
mand set
solve DPM1 by using the following dynamic programrecursively, where
ming algorithm to compute
, is the set with the smallest
demand points in
(6)
(7)
(8)
Expression (6) states that if there is only one demand point, it is
the optimal supply point. Expression (7) is due to the fact that
, the optimal supply point is equal to the largest
when
demand point. The recursive expression (8) can be explained
th supply point must be equal to the
by noting that the
demand point . If the th supply point is equal to
, the tiered-service load is given by the expression in
demand
brackets in the right-hand side (RHS) of (8), since
points are mapped to supply point . Taking the minimum over
all values of provides the optimal value.
The running time complexity of the above dynamic program. Experimental results with this algoming algorithm is
rithm that can be found in [28] demonstrate that by using 10–20
optimal service levels (supply points), a tiered-service network
will use no more than 5%–8% bandwidth resources beyond the
amount requested. More importantly, our experiments indicate
that this result is valid across a wide range of distributions of
user requests.
A. Applications
The -median problem arises in domains where the objective
is to: 1) group elements described by a vector of characteristics; and 2) assign a representative to each group. It was originally conceived in the context of facility location (where the
representative element is a facility that serves all the elements

of the corresponding group), but it has also been applied to statistical cluster analysis (where elements in the same group are
somehow more similar than elements in different groups) and
data or vector compression (where the representative is used to
describe the whole group).
The directional -median problem similarly arises in clustering applications in which the representative of each group
must be such that for certain characteristics, its values exceed
those of the other members of the group [i.e., by imposing
directionality constraints similar to (4)]. Such applications
emerge in modern networking and computing environments
where catering to very large sets of heterogeneous users/demands poses significant scalability challenges. To overcome
these challenges, it is often desirable to arrange users with
similar service requirements in a small number of groups, and
treat all users within a given group identically by providing
each with the same level of service. To ensure that all users
receive at least as good a service as they have requested, the
service level of a group is determined by the requirements of
the most demanding user in that group; hence the directionality
constraints in the form of (4) arise naturally in such a setting.
A practical and effective approach to clustering users in such
groups is for the provider to offer a tiered service, i.e., make
available only a small set of service levels (tiers) to which
customers may subscribe, thus avoiding the complexities associated with supporting the potentially infinite number of service
levels that users may request.
Tiered service, and hence the directional -median problem
in its several variants, is useful in several contexts, including,
but not limited to the following.
• Broadband Internet Access.
As aforementioned, most ISPs already offer some form of
tiered Internet access service, along with a corresponding
multitiered price structure that is either capacity-based or
usage-sensitive. In most cases, the tiering is either ad-hoc
or based on simple exponential structures. In the sections
that follow, we develop a formal framework for optimizing
the service tier structure.
• Dimensioning of MPLS Tunnels for Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
A VPN is a network that uses a public telecommunication infrastructure, such as a carrier’s network, to connect
various remote sites of an organization to each other in
a secure and efficient manner. Traffic among the various
sites is tunneled through the public network using various tunneling technologies. Multiprotocol label switching
(MPLS) [5], [12], [16], [37] is a widely used tunneling
technology that forwards traffic over what are referred to
as label switched paths (LSP) [4].
Typically, the size of (i.e., bandwidth associated with) an
LSP (equivalently, VPN tunnel) connecting two remote
sites is directly related to the traffic demands between the
two sites. In principle, the bandwidth of an LSP may take
any value up to the capacity of the physical links over
which the LSP is routed. From a traffic engineering point of
view, however, supporting LSPs of arbitrary size can be a
challenge, and may lead to fragmentation of link capacity,
hence low utilization of the underlying network resources.
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Alternatively, the VPN provider may offer a tiered service
in which clients may select from a small, appropriately selected set of LSP sizes (bandwidth levels) [38], the one that
best suits their needs. In addition to the benefits regarding
the operation and management of the network, such a tiered
service also simplifies what in MPLS parlance is referred
to as LSP resizing, since a client can easily upgrade to the
next higher tier whenever its traffic exceeds the current allocation.
• Efficient Packet Fair Scheduling.
In packet-switched networks, the scheduling algorithm is
central to the QoS architecture. Timestamp-based schedulers, such as weighted fair queueing (WFQ) [35] and its
variants, may be employed to allocate the bandwidth fairly
among competing flows, as well as to ensure bounded
delay under certain conditions. The main drawback of
such schedulers is their high complexity, which makes it
difficult to implement in hardware so as to operate at wire
speeds. The high complexity is due, to a certain extent,
to the fact that these schedulers are designed to accommodate packet flows with arbitrary weights (equivalently,
bandwidth shares). Consequently, recent schedulers such
as stratified round robin [36] reduce the complexity by
arranging flows of arbitrary weights into classes using
exponential grouping.
In [29] and [39], we have developed and implemented a
new class of schedulers that capitalize on tiered service (as
well as certain properties of Internet traffic), to realize the
properties of packet fair scheduling with low complexity
that is amenable to hardware implementation. In this context, tiered service implies that flows cannot request arbitrary weights (bandwidth shares), but must select among
a small number of predetermined weights (i.e., tiers). The
directionality constraints in this case ensure that each flow
subscribes to a tier that offers a share of the bandwidth at
least as high as the flow requires.
• Task Scheduling in Multiprocessor, Cluster, or Grid Systems.
Multiprocessor facilities, computational clusters, and Grid
systems allow multiple users to share a pool of high-performance computational resources. If such a system provides only a small set of service levels, the scheduling,
management, and handling of dynamic task requests can
be simplified significantly. Consider, for instance the preemptive scheduling of a set of periodic tasks on identical processors [27], [31], [32]. A periodic task is made up
of subtasks, each of length one, which have to be scheduled at regular intervals. In the discrete-time version of the
problem, time is assumed to be slotted, and each task has a
, that represents the task’s demand
density
for processing time, in terms of subtasks per slot.
A feasible schedule for this problem exists if and only
, i.e., the total demand does not exceed
if
the capacity of the -processor system. A proportionally
fair schedule [7] closely mimics the ideal fluid system
in which both time and the subtasks are infinitely divisible. The fastest algorithm for constructing a proportionally
fair schedule whenever one exists takes time

Fig. 2. DAG representation of an instance of the directional p-median problem
.
with n

=5

per slot [3], hence it cannot scale to systems with a large
number of tasks (users). On the other hand, quantizing
to a small set of service tiers makes
the task densities
it possible to reduce the complexity of the proportionally
[26], that is independent of the user
fair algorithm to
population, and for a given system (i.e., a given number
of processors), it is constant.
III. AN

ALGORITHM FOR DPM1

We now show how to exploit a property of DPM1 to develop
an
optimal algorithm which scales well to large problem
instances with demand sets of size in the order of hundreds of
thousands and beyond. To this end, we restate DPM1 as a conbe a weighted,
strained shortest path problem. Let
complete, directed acyclic graph (DAG), with vertex set
. In the DAG representation of DPM1, demand
gives rise to vertex , and we create another vertex 0. Arc
weight
represents the cost of mapping demand points
, to point

(9)
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the graph for a DPM1 instance
. It is not difficult to prove the following lemma.
with
Problem 3.1: Solving an instance of DPM1 with demand
points is equivalent to finding a minimum weight -link path
from vertex 0 to vertex in the corresponding DAG.
A weighted DAG satisfies the concave Monge condition if
(10)
. By substituting (9) into (10), it
holds for all
can be shown that the DAG representing any instance of DPM1
obeys the concave Monge condition.
of real elements, and let
denote the
Consider a matrix
index of the leftmost column containing the maximum value in
is said to be monotone if
row of . Matrix
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Matrix
is said to be totally monotone if all its submatrices
are monotone [1]. It has been shown [2] that a 2-D Monge array
is totally monotone.
The work in [1] presents an algorithm that can find the minmatrix,
imum entry in each column of a totally monotone
, in
time. This elegant matrix searching algorithm
has many geometric applications, and we show next how it can
be applied to obtain a faster optimal algorithm for DPM1. For
the details of the matrix searching algorithm, the reader is referred to [1] and [6].
The faster algorithm for DPM1 is based on the following dynamic programming formulation to obtain the optimal value of
in(5)1
the objective function
(12)
(13)
(14)
are the arc weights of the DAG corresponding to
where
this instance of DPM1, as defined in (9). The optimal value for
in (5) is obtained as the value of
the objective function
. Expressions (12)–(14) correspond to (6)–(8), respectively, and can be explained in a similar manner.
by computing
Our objective is to obtain the value of
all the elements of each column of the matrix defined by in
time. Note that for
, the elements of the first column
time from expressions (13) and (9).
can be computed in
Therefore, we concentrate on computing expression (14) efficiently. To this end, we introduce a new function
(15)
We can now see that filling out the th column defined by ma,
trix , i.e., computing the elements
from expression (14) is equivalent to finding the minimum elematrix defined by function
ments in each column of the
. Also,
depends on the values of the elements of
th column of the matrix defined by , which have
the
already been calculated.
obeys the concave
We now show that the function
Monge condition. From (10) we know that

(16)
If we add the term
of (16) and use the definition of

to both sides
in (15), we get
(17)

obeys the concave Monge condition, the matrix
Since
represented by
is totally monotone [2].
Based on the above observations, in order to solve the dynamic programming algorithm (12)–(14) we proceed by filling
matrix defined by function
one column at a
the
1In contrast, recall that the dynamic programming formulation (6)–(8) was
used to compute the optimal value of the term
in (5).

9(X; p)

time. The first column
is filled in
time using
(13). In order to compute the elements of the th column,
, we use expression (15) to form an
totally
monotone matrix containing
values that depend on the
th column of the matrix . The minimum elvalues of the
matrix are the elements
ements in each column of the
needed to fill the th column of matrix . These elements can be
obtained in
time using the algorithm in [1] we discussed
in the previous section. Hence, the time to fill all columns of
matrix , i.e., the time to find the optimal value for the objective
.
function (5), is
However, there remains one important issue that we need
algorithm in [1] assumes that the totally
to address. The
monotone matrix is provided as input, since building this ma. In our case, the matrix is not
trix would take time
provided but has to be built anew for computing each column
of matrix . Rather than actually building the matrix in time
, we now show how to evaluate the value of each element
in constant time. Whenever the algorithm in [1] needs to
, rather than accessing the
use the value of some element
value from memory, we compute its value in constant time. By
replacing one constant-time operation (memory access) with another (computing the value), we ensure that the algorithm runs
time.
in
depends on the values
From (15), we see that element
and
. The value of
is
of
already computed and, hence, can be accessed in constant time.
in constant time, we perform
In order to evaluate
the following preprocessing operation before starting to solve
,
the dynamic programming algorithm. Define, for
. It takes time
to compute and store the
values
for all . Once this is done, one can compute the
in constant time using
value of
(18)
can be calculated in constant time
Hence, the value of
for any two values and .
IV. JOINT OPTIMIZATION OF THE NUMBER AND MAGNITUDE
OF SERVICE TIERS
In the above definition of DPM1, the number of service
points is provided as an input parameter and there is no cost associated with a supply point. In a practical system, there may be
a cost (e.g., additional hardware and/or software complexity)
involved in providing more service tiers. In this case, it is desirable to jointly optimize both the number of supply points
and their placement, so as to strike a balance between the bandwidth penalty due to quantization and the cost of establishing
additional supply points.
Let us assume that there is a cost associated with supporting a
given number of service tiers, e.g., in terms of the relevant software and/or hardware mechanisms that would need to be implemented at the routers. Specifically, we assume that the incremental cost (e.g., due to additional queueing structures, policing
mechanisms, control plane support, etc.) of offering one additional service tier is equal to . Hence, the total cost for tiers
is .
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TABLE I
FORMULAS FOR THE PDF AND CDF OF THE INPUT DISTRIBUTIONS

Fig. 3. Joint optimization of the number and placement of supply points, uni;
; .
form distribution, n

= 1000 = 1 10

The problem of jointly optimizing the number and magnitude
of service tiers, a variant of DPM1 which we will refer to as
JDPM1, can be expressed as follows.
Problem 4.1 (JDPM1): Given a set
of demand points
find an integer
and a feasible set
of supply points
,
, which
minimizes the following objective function:

(19)
We observe that the two terms in the RHS of (19) behave
differently as a function of
. Specifically, as increases, the first term that represents the error due to quantization decreases, but the second term increases linearly with .
Hence, the optimal number of supply points will depend on the
cost . However, given a fixed number of supply points, the
optimal placement of these points is independent of the value of
[since for a fixed the second term in (19) becomes constant].
Based on the above observations, one straightforward approach to tackling this joint optimization problem would be
to run the new dynamic programming algorithm for DPM1
.
in Section III times, once for each value of
Since the running time of the algorithm for a fixed value of is
, the running time complexity of this approach is
.
However, we have been able to adapt the dynamic programming
algorithm for DPM1 to this problem by making small modifications to the boundary conditions and the cost of a solution to
account for the additional term in the objective function. This
, since it has to examine
modified algorithm runs in time
all possible values for the number of supply points. In fact,
the algorithm can be extended to handle general nondecreasing
in (19).
cost functions in , not just the linear cost function
Fig. 3 plots the objective function (19) against the number
of supply points for the uniform distribution (refer to Table I)
demand points. The results shown are represenand
tative of the behavior we have observed for the other distributions in Table I and other values of . Two curves are plotted,

,
each corresponding to a different value of the cost (
respectively) for establishing an additional supply point. As we
can see, the exact shape of the curves depends on the value of
, but both exhibit the same trend. Specifically, for
, the
, where
is the largest
objective function is equal to
demand point; since the demand points are generated from a
, this value is approximately
.
uniform distribution in
For the selected values of , the first term of the objective function dominates in the region where is small. As increases,
initially the objective function decreases, reflecting a decrease
in the dominant first term, until a minimum is reached; the optimal value of at which the minimum is reached is different for
each curve, as it depends on the value of . Further increases of
beyond this optimal value result in an increase in the overall
objective value, reflecting the fact that the second term
becomes dominant for large .
V. TDM EMULATION
Many existing networks operate over an infrastructure that is
based on time division multiplexing (TDM); examples include
the legacy telephone network, the synchronous optical network/
synchronous digital hierarchy (SONET/SDH) transport architecture, and time division multiple access wireless communications networks such as those employing the global system
for mobile communications (GSM) standard. Whereas networks
based on TDM technology today offer a multitude of data services in addition to classical voice service, it is often convenient
for providers to allocate bandwidth to users in multiples of a unit
rate that is typically tied to the slot size of the underlying transmission system. Legacy telephone networks and SONET/SDH
networks, in particular, impose a rigid hierarchy of rates that
are multiples of a voice channel (i.e., 64 Kbps), hence, there is
a proliferation of data services with rates ranging from DS-1
(1.5 Mbps) and DS-3 (45 Mbps) to STS-3 (155 Mbps) and
STS-48 (2.5 Gbps) and beyond. These services are implemented
by mapping a user’s payload directly onto specific time slots of
the transport system, e.g., using the generic framing procedure
(GFP) [8], [21], [24].
In this section we introduce the concept of TDM emulation
to describe a tiered-service network that allocates bandwidth
in arbitrary multiples of a basic bandwidth unit (data rate).
A packet-switched network operating with such a set of service levels would resemble a TDM network. Consequently,
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many robust network management functions developed for
telecommunications networks, including admission control,
routing, traffic engineering and grooming, etc., could be easily
adapted for the tiered-service packet-switched network. The
key premise of TDM emulation is that both the bandwidth unit
and the service tiers be configurable (under software control)
rather than fixed by the intrinsic structure of the underlying
transport architecture as is the case with classical SONET/SDH
networks. TDM emulation can be useful in a wide range of
networking contexts and applications, including, but not limited
to:
• Bandwidth allocation in native packet-switched networks.
We emphasize that, as defined here, TDM emulation only
affects the way that bandwidth is allocated to network
users, not the data plane operation of packet-switched
networks, e.g., those employing 1 or 10 Gigabit Ethernet
(GE) links. For example, while bandwidth is allocated in
multiples of the basic unit, users (flows) are not limited to
using a particular slot. Similarly, unlike TDM networks
where an unused slot is wasted, excess bandwidth can
be allocated to active flows by the scheduling algorithm.
Furthermore, the bandwidth unit is not fixed or determined
by hardware, as in a TDM network, but, it is configurable
and can be optimized for the characteristics of the carried traffic. In addition, the routers provide for free the
functionality of a time-slot interchange. Overall, with
TDM emulation, tiered-service packet-switched networks
may enjoy many of the benefits, in terms of control and
management, of a TDM network, but without the data
plane rigidities of such a network.
• Flexible bandwidth allocation in next generation
SONET/SDH networks. The emergence of framer technologies such as virtual concatenation (VCAT) [9] coupled
with the link capacity-adjustment scheme (LCAS) [25]
enable providers to make significantly more efficient use
of the existing SONET/SDH infrastructure [10], [13],
[20], [25]. Virtual concatenation allows finer granularity
for provisioning of bandwidth services, making it possible to configure service tiers in any multiple of 64
Kbps. LCAS, on the other hand, offers a means to reconfigure (i.e., enlarge or shrink) dynamically the size of a
SONET/SDH data pipe without impacting the transported
data, permitting users to move between service tiers as
their requirements evolve.
• Traffic grooming. Traffic grooming [14] refers to techniques used to combine low-speed traffic streams for
transport over high-speed wavelengths so as to minimize
the network cost in terms of line terminating equipment
and/or electronic switching [15], [34], [42]. The traffic
grooming problem has been investigated extensively in the
literature [41], [40], but most studies make the assumption
that traffic demands are multiple of a basic unit, e.g., STS-3
for an OC-48 link; this assumption is a reflection of the
dominance of SONET/SDH in the transport network infrastructure. Packet networks employing TDM emulation
(e.g., MPLS networks with LSP sizes that are multiples of
a basic unit) may employ these traffic grooming solutions
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Fig. 4. Sample mapping of demand points x to supply points z that are multiples of a basic unit r .

without any modifications, and thus leverage the vast body
of research that already exists.
A. TDM Emulation as a Constrained DPM1 Problem
In a tiered-service network with TDM emulation, all service
tiers are multiples of some quantity that represents the unit
bandwidth, i.e., the smallest amount in which bandwidth may be
allocated. In packet-switched networks, is itself a configurable
parameter, and is not tied to any underlying, hardware-imposed
slot structure. Therefore, the objective in such a network is to
select jointly the unit rate and the service tiers in some optimal
manner. To this end, in this section we pose the optimization
problem arising in TDM emulated networks as a DPM1 problem
with an additional constraint on the values of the optimal supply
points.
Fig. 4 shows a sample mapping from a set of 13 demand
points onto a set of 6 supply points, under this constraint. The
is identical to the one in Fig. 1 which shows a sample
set
mapping under DPM1. The main difference is that with the new
constraint, the supply points are all multiples of the same unit .
This constrained directional -median problem, which we
will refer to as TDM-DPM1, can be expressed as follows (reis the number of demand points mapped to supply
call that
, and
is the objective function
point
(5) of the DPM1 problem).
of demand
Problem 5.1 (TDM-DPM1): Given a set
points,
, and a constant , find a real
and a feasible set of supply points,
, so as to minimize the objective function

(20)
under the constraints:
integer,
.
in (20) represents the excess bandwidth
The term
penalty, as before. However, the objective function for TDMDPM1 includes the additional term , where is some constant
related to the operation of the system, as we explain shortly. The
presence of a term which is a monotonically decreasing function
of in (20) is necessary, since without it TDM-DPM1 reduces
to DPM1: if nothing prevents from being very small, then the
bps as the solution to DPM1 which
optimal is obtained for
minimizes the excess bandwidth penalty.
is of practical importance as
More importantly, the term
it captures the overhead associated with making the unit of
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bandwidth allocation small. To illustrate, let us make the simplifying assumption that all users request and receive the basic
rate of bits/s. After serving a user, the system incurs some
overhead due to the bookkeeping operations, memory lookups,
etc., required before it can switch to serving another user. Let
denote the amount of time required to switch between users,
expressed as the number of bits that could be transmitted during
this time at the given service rate. Therefore, the quantity represents the amount of overhead operations relative to the bandwidth unit. This relative overhead, which increases as the unit
of bandwidth decreases, is similar in principle to the “cell tax”
incurred in carrying IP traffic over ATM networks due to the relatively large fraction of header (i.e., overhead) bits to data bits.
In the objective function (20) we use the term where
and is a constant which ensures that the two terms in the RHS
of (20) are expressed in the same units.
in (20) requires that the unit
We note that the term
be small so as to minimize the excess bandwidth. However,
making small would increase the term which represents the
bandwidth wasted due to overhead operations. Therefore, the
objective of TDM-DPM1 is to determine the value of so as to
strike a balance between these two conflicting objectives.

= 1000 = 10; C = 0:01,
(0 1).

Fig. 5. Objective function value against r; n
;p
demand points generated from a uniform distribution in ;

Section III. Note that the algorithm will run in
, not
, time, as it has to consider candidates for the supply
points.
C. The Behavior of the TDM-DPM1 Objective Function

B. Optimal Solution to TDM-DPM1 for Fixed
As defined, the objective of TDM-DPM1 is to find jointly
optimal values for the basic bandwidth unit (a real number)
and the supply points. However, let us consider for a moment
the special case where the value of is fixed and not subject
to optimization; as we shall see shortly, the algorithm for this
problem is useful in tackling the general one. In this case, the
term in (20) is constant and does not affect the minimization.
Hence, the objective function is identical to that of the DPM1
problem.
Consider an instance of TDM-DPM1 in which the value of
; that is, the supply
the basic bandwidth unit is fixed at
points can only take the values
. Let
be the set of candidate values for the supply
; in Fig. 4, these candidate values are reprepoints,
corresented by the ticks below the horizontal line. Integer
sponds to the largest possible multiple of , i.e.,
,
is the largest demand point.
where
This version of TDM-DPM1 can be represented by a DAG
,
similar to the one in Fig. 2. In this case, the DAG has
, vertices: vertex 0 and the
vertices correrather than
sponding to the candidate values for the supply points (recall
that in DPM1, the candidate supply points are the demand
points). Similarly, the arc weight
in this DAG represents
the cost of mapping the demand points with values between canto
didate supply points and
(21)
It is also not difficult to verify that these weights satisfy the
.
concave Monge condition (10) for all
Since this version of TDM-DPM1 has the same objective
function as DPM1 and can be represented by a DAG whose
weights satisfy the concave Monge condition, we can solve
it optimally using the dynamic programming algorithm in

To obtain insight into how the additional parameter affects
the optimization, let us investigate the behavior of the objecin (20) as we vary . In Fig. 5, we plot
tive function
the objective function against the value of for an instance of
demand points,
supply
TDM-DPM1 with
, with the set of demand points generated
points, and
from a uniform distribution in (0,1). We varied the value of the
across the range shown
basic unit in increments of
in the figure. For each (fixed) value of we obtained the optimal
supply points in the manner we described in the previous subsection, from which we evaluated the objective function (20),
including the term .
The behavior exhibited in Fig. 5 is representative of the TDMDPM1 instances we have studied. At low values of , the term
representing the overhead cost dominates, resulting in large
overall values. As increases, there is an initial period of rapid
decrease in the objective function as the term representing the
excess bandwidth penalty starts to become important. Following
this initial decrease, the curve settles into a seesaw pattern. The
high and low points along this pattern depend on the values of
the multiples of relative to the demand points: when multiples of are aligned close to demand points, there is little bandwidth penalty for mapping these demand points to supply points
that are multiples of , hence the objective function has a lower
value; the opposite is true when there is a mismatch between
multiples of and demand points. We also note that as the value
of increases further, the curve trends upwards. This behavior
is due to two factors that come into play when becomes large:
the excess bandwidth term in (20) starts to dominate, and at the
same time this term increases in value as large values of are
too coarse to minimize the excess bandwidth.
It is clear from Fig. 5 that the objective function is nonconvex
and includes several troughs at irregular intervals. This nonconvex nature makes standard optimization techniques (e.g.,
steepest descent methods) impractical, as they are likely to
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get trapped in a local minima. We now describe an exhaustive
search approach for identifying the value of and the supply
points that minimize the objective function, and in the next
section we develop a suite of heuristics that trade solution
quality for running time.
We first observe that for a TDM-DPM1 instance with supply
the largest demand point, the largest value that
points and
may take under the constraint that all supply points be an in. Hence, the optimal value of
teger multiple of is
lies in the interval
. Let be a small increment value,
.
and consider the set
For each (fixed)
, we use the approach in Section V-B
to obtain the optimal supply points, and evaluate the objective function (20). The optimal solution to the TDM-DPM1
and the corresponding
problem is obtained as the value of
supply points which produce the smallest value for the objective
function.
In order to determine the running time complexity of this exbe the size of set
haustive search algorithm, let
(i.e., the number of candidate values of to be considered), and
be the number of candidate supply points when the
. The dynamic programming algorithm will be
value of
run times, and during the th iteration, i.e., when
,
time. Since
the algorithm will take
(22)
where
, is Euler’s constant, the complexity of the
.
algorithm is
As we can see, the complexity of the exhaustive search dewhich deterpends critically on the value of the increment
mines the granularity of the search. With finer granularity (i.e.,
smaller ), the accuracy of the algorithm increases, but its complexity also increases dramatically; the opposite is true when
becomes larger and the granularity coarser. We also note that
the time complexity is independent of the number of demand
points, and depends only on the largest demand . In the apis bounded above
plications we consider, the input value
by the bandwidth available on the highest capacity link in the
network. To get a sense of the values involved in expression
(22), consider a network with 10 Gbps links. A reasonable value
Kbps. Assuming that
for the bandwidth increment is
the largest demand can be equal to the capacity of a link, we
, which demonstrates that the exhaustive
have that
search is taxing in terms of both computational and memory
requirements.
D. Optimization Heuristics
We now present a set of heuristics for the TDM-DPM1
problem. Each heuristic trades solution quality for speed by
using its own approach to reduce the size of the space of
candidate values for and/or the supply points that it considers.
1) Demand Driven Heuristic (DDH): Recall that, for each
of , the exhaustive search algorithm concandidate value
siders all the
multiples of
as the set of potential

can be much larger than the number
supply points, where
of demand points. The intuition behind this heuristic is that the
optimal supply points are more likely to be located just above a
demand point, since otherwise there would be a larger penalty
in terms of excess bandwidth. Therefore, the heuristic only conthat are located immediately to
siders the multiples of
the right of (or coincide with) the demand points. In other
words, the set of candidate values for the supply points is
. Since there have to be
different candidate supply points, the range of values for is
. Using instead of
and the
in the interval
new value for
in expression (22), we find that the running
, which repretime complexity of the DDH heuristic is
sents an improvement over the exhaustive algorithm, especially
for small values of which allow for a finer granularity search.
2) Supply Driven Heuristics: Both the DDH and the exhaustive search algorithms apply the dynamic programming algorithm in Section III for each candidate value for parameter .
The two heuristics we present in this section are based on the
assumption that the optimal supply points for TDM-DPM1 are
likely to be close to the optimal supply points for the corresponding unconstrained DPM1 problem with the same demand
set. Therefore, each heuristic initially runs the dynamic programming algorithm for the corresponding DPM1 problem, and
of
computes the optimal set
, and
supply points for that problem. This step takes time
this dynamic programming algorithm is not used again by the
heuristics.
The first algorithm, which we call the unidirectional supply
driven heuristic (USDH), sets the th supply point for a given
of to the smallest multiple of
that is
candidate value
greater than or equal to supply point
. In other words, the
of supply points for candidate
is defined as
set
. The heuristic returns the value
and corresponding set
which result in the minimum value
for the objective function (20).
The second algorithm is called the bidirectional supply driven
possible values for
heuristic (BSDH), and computes a set of
. The first set of
the supply points for each candidate value
values is identical to the set
used by the USDH algorithm
consisting
above. In addition, this heuristic considers the set
of the largest multiples of
that are less than the corresponding supply points
, i.e.,
. The
elements of these two sets collectively become the candidates for being one of the supply points when
. We use the dynamic programming algothe value of
rithm in Section V-B to select the optimal set of supply points
from the set
; it is easy to see that the dynamic programming algorithm works even when the set of the candidate
supply points is a proper subset of the set of all integer multi. As with USDH, the heuristic returns the value
ples of
and corresponding supply points that minimize (20).
We expect the BSDH heuristic to perform better than USDH
since it considers a larger number of candidate supply points;
this improved performance, however, is at the expense of having
to run the dynamic programming algorithm on a set of points,
.
which takes time
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3) The Power of Two Heuristic (PTH): This heuristic
simply selects the set of supply points as the set of the
consecutive powers of two such that the largest element
in the set is the smallest power of two that is larger than
; in other words,
or equal to the largest demand point
. This
solution is consistent with TDM-DPM1 in that it consists of
supply points all of which are a multiple of a basic unit, in
. However, as we shall see shortly, the excess
this case
bandwidth penalty for this solution can be quite high compared
to the other algorithms. We consider this solution here as a
baseline case as it is similar in spirit to approaches that assign
packet flows in classes (e.g., as in [36]) whose boundaries are
defined by powers of two.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now present simulation results to investigate the relative
performance of the various algorithms we presented and to determine their effect on the operation of a network. The demand
of the problem instances we consider throughout this
sets
section were generated from one of six distributions whose pdf
and cdf are listed in Table I. Note that in general, bandwidth de, where is the link capacity.
mands will be in the range
However, in order to obtain results that are independent of the
link capacity, we assume that all demands are normalized with
respect to ; thus, the domain of the pdf and cdf of all distributions in Table I is [0,1]. Also, we used an increment value
whenever applicable. Given that we assume unit
link capacity, this value of roughly corresponds to a SONET
OC-192 link that allocates bandwidth in increments of 64 Kbps.
for the constant in the second term of
Finally, we used
the objective function (20) for all results presented in this section. This value of ensures that the two terms of the objective function are dominant at different regions of the unit rate
(refer also to Fig. 5), avoiding the special cases where only one
term dominates over all values of . A comprehensive set of results across a wide range of values for the various parameters are
available in [6]. In this section we only present a small subset of
results that are representative of the behavior we have observed,
and which allows us to draw general conclusions regarding the
relative performance of the various algorithms and the impact
of tiered service on resource usage and network performance.
Algorithm comparison. Let us first investigate the relative
performance of the various algorithms for TDM-DPM1 with respect to the objective function (20). Fig. 6 plots the value of the
objective function against the value of for the stated problem
instance, and for four TDM-DPM1 algorithms: DDH, BSDH,
USDH, and PTH. We also show the optimal value for the corresponding DPM1 problem; this value does not include the overhead term of (20), hence, it serves as a lower bound for the
TDM-DPM1 algorithms. Note that the DPM1 and PTH solutions do not take parameter into account, hence they are shown
as horizontal lines in the figure. We see that PTH performs much
worse than all other algorithms, confirming our earlier observation that using powers of two to define classes of traffic is not an
efficient approach; this result is representative of the behavior of
PTH, hence, we do not consider this heuristic in the remainder

Fig. 6. Objective function value against r; n
triangle distribution.

= 1000; p = 15; C = 0:05,

Fig. 7. Objective function value returned by the algorithms, n
C
: , increasing distribution.

= 0 05

= 100; p = 5;

of this section. We also observe that the three algorithms DDH,
BSDH, and USDH perform close to the lower bound.
For the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8, we have considered 30
, and
, generproblem instances with
ated from the increasing and triangle distributions, respectively.
The figures plot the objective function value returned by each
of four algorithms, DDH, BSDH, USDH, and DPM1, for each
problem instance; again, the DPM1 solution provides a lower
bound for the other three algorithms. The graphs show that, except for a few instances, all three TDM-DPM1 algorithms are
close to the lower bound. Of the three algorithms, DDH produces the lowest objective function values, followed closely by
BSDH. The objective function values returned by USDH are
generally higher than those of the DDH and BSDH heuristics,
but USDH has a much faster running time. Hence, these results
indicate that there is a tradeoff between quality of solution and
running time complexity of the algorithms.
Bandwidth penalty due to tiered service. Let us now turn
our attention to determining the penalty in terms of excess resources needed due to tiered service. Given a demand set ,
a continuous-rate link will use an amount of bandwidth equal
to satisfy all the demands in . A link of a
to
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Fig. 8. Objective function value returned by the algorithms, n
C
: , triangle distribution.

= 0 05
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= 100; p = 5;

Fig. 9. Normalized bandwidth requirement against p, uniform distribution.

tiered-service network, on the other hand, will in general use
more bandwidth, as each demand
will be mapped to the
next offered level of service (i.e., supply point). For a network
with service levels obtained through the DPM1 (respectively,
TDM-DPM1) algorithm, the amount of bandwidth used is given
by the objective function (5), respectively, the objective function
(20) after subtracting the term . In our study, we use the normalized bandwidth requirement metric, defined as the ratio of
the amount of bandwidth used by a tiered-service network to
used by a continuous network, to
the amount of bandwidth
characterize the bandwidth penalty incurred by a tiered-service
network.
Figs. 9 and 10 plot this metric against the number of service levels offered by the network. Each point in these curves is
the average over 30 different problem instances generated by a
uniform distribution; similar results were obtained for all other
distributions shown in Table I and can be found in [6].
Fig. 9 presents results for two tiered service scenarios: one
in which the service levels are obtained from the DPM1 algorithm, and one in which they are obtained from the DDH algorithm; DDH is selected as a representative algorithm for the

Fig. 10. Normalized bandwidth requirement against p, uniform distribution.

TDM-DPM1 problem in which the service levels are all multiples of a basic bandwidth unit . As we can see, the curve for
DDH is above the one for DPM1 This result is expected, since
the (optimal) DPM1 algorithm is only concerned with minimizing the excess bandwidth due to tiered service, while the
DDH algorithm also has to take into account the constraint that
all service levels be multiples of a basic unit. However, the additional penalty due to the constraint imposed by the TDM-DPM1
problem is relatively small; we have observed similar behavior
for all distributions. Also, the normalized bandwidth requirement decreases rapidly with the number of service levels; this
result can be explained by noting that as the number of levels
becomes very large, the tiered-service network reduces to a continuous-rate network.
Fig. 10 shows the effect of the number of demands on
the normalized bandwidth requirement for the DDH algorithm;
the effect on the DPM1 algorithm is similar. We observe that
as the number of demands increases, the normalized bandwidth requirement does increase slightly, but the effect diminalmost coincides
ishes quickly; in fact, the curve for
with the curve for
in the figure. The conclusions
we can draw from these figures, and similar ones which can be
levels, the bandwidth
found in [6], is that (1) with
required by a tiered-service network is only about 5–10% higher
than that of a continuous-rate network; (2) the additional constraint that all service levels be a multiple of a basic unit only
slightly adds to the bandwidth penalty; and (3) increasing the
number of demands imposes only an incremental penalty on
bandwidth.
Impact on network performance. Finally, let us examine
the practical impact of tiered service on overall network performance. To this end, we consider an MPLS network scenario
in which LSPs arrive and depart dynamically. An LSP between
requires a certain amount of
source-destination pair
bandwidth; if a path between and with sufficient resources
can be found, the LSP is established, otherwise, it is rejected
(blocked). The performance measure of interest in this context
is the LSP blocking probability. We use simulation to compare
the blocking probability of a continuous network to that of
a tiered-service network. In a continuous network, an LSP
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Fig. 11. Blocking probability against the arrival rate, n
: , uniform distribution.

C

= 0 05

= 100 000; p = 30;

requiring bandwidth
is accepted if a path with at least that
much bandwidth can be found. In a tiered-service network,
is first mapped to the next highest
the bandwidth demand
service level offered, say
and the LSP is accepted if a path
with bandwidth at least equal to is found. The service levels
for the tiered-service network are computed in advance for
the given demand distribution, using the appropriate algorithm
(DPM1 or a TDM-DPM1 heuristic).
In our simulation model, LSP requests arrive as a Poisson
process with rate , and the mean LSP holding time is an expo. Each simnentially distributed random variable with rate
ulation run lasts until 100 000 LSP requests have been served.
Each point in the blocking probability curves shown here is the
average of 30 simulation runs; we also plot 95% confidence intervals which we estimated using the method of batch means.
All the results are for the NSFNet network topology, which can
be found in [6]. The capacity of all links is set to two units of
bandwidth; since the demand distributions in Table I are defined
in the interval [0,1], this assumption implies that the bandwidth
requested by any LSP is at most one half the link capacity.
Fig. 11 plots the blocking probability against the LSP arrival
rate for a continuous network and two tiered-service networks,
one using DPM1 to obtain the service levels and one using
DDH, a representative algorithm for the TDM-DPM1 problem.
As expected, the blocking probability of the continuous-rate
network is lowest, that of the tiered-service network allocating
bandwidth in multiples of a basic unit is highest (DDH algorithm), and that of a network (DPM1 algorithm) which minimizes the excess bandwidth is in between the other two. The
higher blocking probability experienced by a tiered-service network is a direct result of the additional resources that such a
network uses for each traffic demand. However, the increase in
blocking probability is rather small and it may be more than
compensated by the advantages of tiered service.
Fig. 12 shows the behavior of the blocking probability for
the DDH algorithm as we vary the number of service levels .
The curves confirm the intuition that as increases, the blocking
probability of the tiered-service network decreases and tends
towards that of a continuous-rate network. This figure suggests

Fig. 12. Blocking probability against the arrival rate, n
uniform distribution.

= 100000; C = 0:05,

that the network designer/engineer may select the number of
the service levels to be offered so as to combine the advantages
of tiered service with the performance of a continuous-rate one.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Tiered service has many potential applications in networking,
especially in contexts where catering to very large sets of heterogeneous users/demands poses significant scalability problems.
We have developed a theoretical framework for reasoning about
service level selection. Our ongoing research aims to extend this
work by: (1) including pricing considerations in service level
selection, and (2) building a tiered-service network testbed for
quantifying experimentally the benefits of tiered service.
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